‘Comfy Day’ Dress Code
St. John the Apostle School developed ‘Comfy Day Dress Code’ as a reward for our very successful Cedars Blanket Drive.
This dress code is a PRIVILEGE! Any student who violates this dress code at the discretion of a teacher or the office
administration will be required to call their parents to bring them a school uniform to change in to. If parents are
unable to provide their child with a change of clothes, the school will provide the student with a school uniform from
the used uniform store. The student will be responsible for washing and returning the borrowed uniform within two
days. Thank you for your help in ensuring your child meet these requirements.

NOT Allowed

Allowed

Bottoms:
Normal School Uniform



NO tight fitting clothing (spandex, leggings, yoga
pants, etc…)

Bottoms:




NO jeans.



NO shorts.

LONG Pajama bottoms (NO tight fitting clothing

Tops:

such as: spandex, leggings, yoga pants, etc…)


Onesies (NO tight fitting)



School Appropriate Sweatpants

innuendo, or anything in opposition to St. John’s



NO shorts of any kind for either boys or girls.

mission.

(Unless the student chooses to wear his/her





NO spaghetti strap tanks, midriffs, tube tops, etc.
o Shoulders MUST be covered



NO necklines lower than 2 inches below the base

school uniform in its entirety – top & bottom)


Slippers – allowed as long as they can be worn

NO foul language, inappropriate images,

outside. UGG boots (or similar footwear) are

of the neck and no skin showing in their mid-

allowed as well. Socks are required!

section.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Tops:



Clothing must be clean and neat.



Sweatshirts (Hoodies allowed)



NO excessive ripped or torn clothing.



Pajama Tops (shoulders MUST be covered)



NO excessive jewelry (no hoop earrings)



Shirts MUST be school appropriate (no foul



Closed-Toe shoes (or slippers ) and SOCKS are
required.

language, inappropriate images, innuendo, or
anything in opposition to St. John’s mission).



NO hats or bandanas. Girls may wear headbands
that are non-distracting.

